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Abstract15

This study focuses on the one-to-one relationship between the morphology of polar16

mesosphere winter echo (PMWE) and cosmic noise absorption (CNA) as determined by17

measurements made with a single atmospheric radar, the Program of the Antarctic Syowa18

mesosphere-stratosphere-troposphere/incoherent scatter (PANSY) radar. CNA was calcu-19

lated using the noise level in radar signal data collected during May, 2013, including data of20

a Solar Proton Event (SPE) on 23 May. Using PMWE and CNA data in a common volume,21

their temporal variations and relation were examined in detail. PMWE altitude was clearly22

anti-correlated with CNA magnitude in a statistical sense: when a large CNA exceeding 0.5023

dB took place, PMWE seemed to concentrate around 65 km and disappear above 70 km.24

The electron density behind the PMWE was estimated by using the Ionospheric Model for25

the Auroral Zone (IMAZ) for the SPE. PMWE occurrence roughly coincided with a high26

electron density in the model, except that no PMWE was observed above 70 km at 0730 UT27

despite the electron density being higher than 108 m−3. Additionally, the estimated radar vol-28

ume reflectivity with a normal or small value of the Schmidt number Sc is qualitatively con-29

sistent with the observed PMWE. Although weak turbulent energy dissipation rate can also30

play a dominant role in the observed PMWE decay, a plausible mechanism was small Sc or31

reduction of Sc that is equal to an increase in electron diffusivity resulting from an unusually32

high electron density, which significantly reduced radar volume reflectivity above 70 km.33

1 Introduction34

Polar mesosphere winter echo, PMWE, is a coherent echo observed by both mesosphere-35

stratosphere-troposphere (MST) radars and incoherent scatter (IS) radars in the VHF range,36

and it was discovered almost four decades ago [Czechowsky et al., 1979; Ecklund and Bals-37

ley, 1981]. As indicated by the name, it is a weak radar echo that is commonly observed in38

the polar regions during non-summer periods. Recent studies on PMWE have reported its39

characteristics as follows [Zeller et al., 2006; Kirkwood, 2007; Strelnikova and Rapp, 2013;40

Latteck and Strelnikova, 2015]. PMWE is typically scattered and observed from 55 km to 8541

km. The most of the echo is concentrated at altitudes near 70 km. With regard to the mor-42

phology, it usually appears as multiple echo layers with vertical intervals of several km. The43

echo power is a few orders of magnitude weaker than that of polar mesosphere summer echo44

(PMSE), which is closely related to ice particles in the coldest mesopause region [Cho and45

Röttger, 1997; Rapp and Lübken, 2004]. The daily occurrence rate of PMWE is high (up to46

30%) around local noon. On the other hand, nighttime PMWE needs strong ionization in the47

upper mesosphere, e.g., due to geomagnetic disturbances.48

PMWE is basically believed to result from Bragg scattering by irregularities in the re-49

fractive index, which is almost solely defined by electron density at PMWE altitudes, that50

arise from neutral turbulence with half-wavelength-scale structures. [Czechowsky et al.,51

1989; Brattli et al., 2006; Lübken et al., 2007]. Note that this process is not necessarily lim-52

ited to the polar mesosphere and is common in mesospheric echoes in mid-latitude and equa-53

torial regions [Czechowsky et al., 1979; Tsuda et al., 1990; Kubo et al., 1997; Zeller et al.,54

2006; Lehmacher et al., 2009; Selvaraj et al., 2014]. Neutral turbulence is likely to be gen-55

erated by gravity wave breaking [Lübken et al., 2006; Rapp et al., 2011]. It is obvious that56

free electrons, as well as neutral turbulence, in the mesosphere are important for mesospheric57

coherent echoes in the VHF range. However, direct comparisons of PMWE with background58

electron density have been rather limited [Belova et al., 2005; Kirkwood, 2007; Lübken et al.,59

2006, 2007].60

Either infrasound waves propagating into the mesosphere [Kirkwood et al., 2006a,b] or61

dust particles originating from meteors [Rosinski and Snow, 1961; Hunten et al., 1980] have62

been thought to contribute to PMWE instead of neutral turbulence. Recently, radar obser-63

vations of PMWE, coordinated with artificial heating experiments on plasma in D region,64

demonstrated the presence of dust particles with radii of a few nm through overshoot ef-65
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fects in PMWE [Kavanagh et al., 2006; Havnes and Kassa, 2009]. Dust particles are known66

to play a dominant role in the electron loss process at PMWE altitudes, as electrons attach67

themselves to the dust [Havnes et al., 2011; Friedrich et al., 2012].68

Nishiyama et al. [2015] reported monthly averaged PMWE morphology and its sea-69

sonal variability from March to September in 2013 by using the Program of the Antarctic70

Syowa mesosphere-stratosphere-troposphere/incoherent scatter (PANSY) radar. Their results71

demonstrated that PMWE structure in height and time sections was governed on a monthly72

basis by photochemical reactions. In addition, rapid intensifications of PMWE associated73

with Solar Proton Events (SPEs), magnetic storms, and substorms were frequently identified74

on a daily basis. Since PMWE structure in height and time sections is directly modulated by75

D region ionization due to energetic particle precipitations (EPP) and the resultant ion chem-76

istry [Kirkwood et al., 2002; Kero et al., 2008], short-time variations in PMWE morphology77

should be discussed in relation to local ionospheric disturbances.78

Cosmic noise absorption (CNA), which is a proxy of the height-integrated electron col-79

umn density in D region, has been compared with PMWE for a long time [Ecklund and Bal-80

sley, 1981; Czechowsky et al., 1989; Kirkwood et al., 2002]. PMWE and global geomagnetic81

indices such as Kp and Ap have also been compared in the context of the long-term trend of82

PMWE occurrences [Zeller et al., 2006; Latteck and Strelnikova, 2015]. However, CNA is83

considered more suitable than geomagnetic indices for making a comparison with detailed84

PMWE morphology since it is a measurement of local ionospheric disturbances. However,85

two problems remain. One is that detailed surveys of the one-to-one relation between PMWE86

morphology and CNA are much fewer than those of PMSE [Morris et al., 2005] and coher-87

ent echoes from E region [Makarevitch and Honary, 2005]. The other is that a single-beam88

riometer does not measure absorptions in the same volume as radar echoes by MST/IS radar89

since a riometer covers a wide area of the ionosphere with its wide beam.90

In this study, we present simultaneous PMWE and CNA observations made in May91

2013 by the PANSY radar. The PMWE and CNA data are originated from the same dataset92

of the PANSY radar in a similar way as in Kirkwood et al. [2015]. This is the first study fo-93

cusing on the one-to-one relationship between PMWE morphology and CNA in a common94

volume. In section 2, a brief description of the PANSY radar and a detailed explanation of95

our method for estimating CNA are presented. Section 3 describes the altitude variability of96

PMWE with respect to CNA in a statistical sense. Additionally, it describes the background97

electron density corresponding to the observed PMWE as determined by an empirical elec-98

tron density model. The obtained results and theoretical radar volume reflectivity are dis-99

cussed in section 4, and the key findings of this study are summarized in section 5.100

2 Instrumentation and analysis methods101

The PANSY radar is a 47-MHz VHF radar at Syowa Station in the Antarctic (69.0◦S,102

39.6◦E) [Sato et al., 2014, 2017]. In May 2013, continuous observations were conducted103

with a total antenna aperture of 3,900 m2 (18,000 m2 for the full system) and peak transmit-104

ting power of 113 kW (520 kW for the full system). Five beams in the directions of local105

zenith, geographic north, east, south, and west with a zenith angle of 10◦ were formed. The106

range of measurement was from 60.0 to 97.7 km with a range resolution of 600 m. The co-107

herent integration time was 12.8 msec, and line-of-sight Doppler velocities were measured to108

a maximum of ± 24.9 m s−1. One data sequence in the range and Doppler frequency domain109

was obtained every 4 minutes. More detailed radar parameters are shown in Table 1. For the110

dataset used in this study, it is difficult to derive absolute radar volume reflectivity because111

antenna arrangement was complicated for avoiding deep snow in the winter.112

Figure 1 shows diurnal variations in PMWE (signal to noise ratio, SNR, in dB) and113

background noise in the five directions on 23 May 2013. From 07 to 09 UT, strong PMWE114

was observed below 70 km in all five directions. Descending multiple layers of PMWE with115
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relatively weaker echo power were also observed until 13 UT. The noise was estimated using116

the statistical method reported in Sato et al. [1989] and recorded on a realtime basis. Time117

variations in the noise are thought to be mainly due to those in cosmic noise power (CNP) as118

a function of Greenwich mean sidereal time (GMST). They were sometimes contaminated119

by interferences, as can be seen around 04 UT. Note that the temporal variations in the noise120

in the each of the directions in Figure 1f have been subtracted from the backscattered echo121

power in Figure 1a-e.122

We tried to estimate CNA by using the CNP data measured by the PANSY radar in123

May 2013. Our analysis method was basically the same as that for riometers and applied as124

follows [Krishnaswamy et al., 1985 and references therein]: all CNP data were reordered125

by GMST and then CNP was averaged using a bin with a time width of 15 minutes. In this126

process, we excluded the contaminated CNP and only used CNP that was measured during127

ionospherically quiet times when AE index was less than 100 nT. Representative CNP val-128

ues under the quiet condition were determined based on percentile in each time bin. We de-129

termined through trial and error that CNP in the 90th percentile was a representative value.130

Finally, a quiet day curve (QDC) was obtained from a cubic polynominal interpolation of the131

representative CNP values as presented in Figure 2a. Figure 2b is a histogram of the obtained132

CNA in all five directions in May 2013. Except for its slightly longer tail at larger CNA, the133

distribution seems to have a gaussian shape with a mode value of 0.110 dB. Note that CNA134

values less than 0 dB, which are not reliable, accounts for only 12% of the total number of135

obtained CNAs.136

3 Results137

We compared the estimated CNA with other measurements at Syowa in order to con-138

firm that ionizations in D region actually took place. Figure 3 is an overview of the influence139

of EPP on the ionosphere for several days after the 22 May SPE that was detected on 23 May140

at Syowa Station. Figure 3a shows geomagnetic field variations (H, D, Z components) ob-141

served at Syowa, which are a proxy for the ionospheric disturbances localized around Syowa.142

Time variations in field-aligned energetic proton flux (> 6.9 MeV), which is responsible for143

ionizations below 80 km [Turunen et al., 2009], observed by NOAA/Polar Orbiting Environ-144

mental Satellites close to Syowa are presented in Figure 3b. Enhancements of field-aligned145

energetic protons that were triggered by the SPE were identified at 05 UT on 23 May.146

A MF radar is also located in Syowa and continuously operating in the frequency of147

2.4 MHz. Its observation shown in Figure 3c demonstrates that isolated lower mesosphere148

echoes (ILME) occurred at the same time as the increase in the energetic proton flux, which149

also implies strong ionizations in the lower mesosphere [Hall et al., 2006]. Figure 3d is a150

height-time section of backscattered echo power observed by the PANSY radar. A sudden151

enhancement of PMWE below 70 km and ILME were almost simultaneously observed by152

these two radars. The probed volume of the PANSY radar is narrower than that of MF radar153

because incident angles of MF radar echo range up to 25 degrees [Tsutsumi and Aso, 2005].154

In Figure 3e, black and red lines indicate temporal variations in QDC and CNP in the zenith155

direction, respectively. The many spikes seen in the CNP are likely due to contamination.156

The running-averaged variations for about 12 minutes in the CNA along the five beam di-157

rections are presented in Figure 3f. The peak values of CNA were about 1.0 dB in all five158

directions and were accompanied by a sudden enhancement in PMWE, which indicates that159

both intensifications of CNA and PMWE were caused by ionization in a common volume.160

The subsequent substorms after 25 May seems to cause intermittent CNA for a few days.161

Note that the substorm-related CNA (as represented by the black arrows) that took place on162

the dayside is likely due to EPP just after the substorms (as highlighted in semi-transparent163

gray). Observational results of both the radars and estimated CNA on 29 May imply a recov-164

ery of the lower ionosphere from disturbed conditions. The temporal variations in the esti-165

mated CNA are consistent with other observations as shown in Figure 3. Therefore, it can be166
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concluded that our analysis method successfully identified CNA events, which were related167

to EPP triggered by the 23 May SPE and the subsequent substorm.168

Next we focused on PMWE variabilities with respect to CNA in order to investigate169

differences in PMWE characteristics, especially altitude, between the ionospherically quiet170

and disturbed periods. The estimated CNA around 23 May, 2013 had the largest amplitude171

during the period presented by our previous work [Nishiyama et al., 2015]. So we used the172

dataset in this month and carried out more detailed analysis. The weighted mean center alti-173

tude (WMCA) of PMWE, hc , is defined by the following equation:174

hc (t) =

N−1∑
i=0

P(t, hi) · hi

N−1∑
i=0

P(t, hi)

(1)175

Here, t is time, h is altitude, and P is SNR of PMWE as functions of time and altitude in176

units of dB. We used a logarithmic scale because the probability distribution of PMWE SNR177

approaches a gaussian more closely on it than on a linear scale. We produced PMWE SNR178

data with time and range resolutions of 15 min and 600 m, respectively, by using the analysis179

method presented in Nishiyama et al. [2015]. Note that all PMWE SNR is defined as devi-180

ations from 6 dB, which was the lowest SNR of PMWE, so that all P(t, hi) must be greater181

than 0 dB.182

Figure 4a is a scatter plot of CNA and WMCA of PMWE. CNA was averaged over 15183

min for this plot. Red and blue crosses represent data sampled during the ionospherically184

disturbed period and quiet periods, respectively. The results demonstrate that the WMCA185

of PMWE became significantly lower than 70 km when CNA was greater than 0.6 dB. Fig-186

ures 4b and 4c are two-dimensional number distributions as functions of CNA and WMCA187

of PMWE during the disturbed period and quiet periods, respectively. Horizontal and ver-188

tical bin widths are 0.05 dB and 1.0 km, respectively. Though the WMCA of PMWE was189

widely distributed from 60 to 80 km with no dependence on CNA during the quiet period,190

CNA and WMCA of PMWE during the disturbed period showed a good negative correla-191

tion. These results imply that electron density enhancement due to EPPs allows us to observe192

PMWE at lower altitudes more frequently than at higher altitudes. However, the most of the193

PMWE occurred at 70-80 km altitudes without CNA, which indicates that electron density194

enhancements due to EPPs are not necessarily required for PMWE. In addition, it is noted195

that data plotted above 80 km were contaminated due to meteor echoes in the three figures.196

The method in Nishiyama et al. [2015] seems to be not perfect yet. However, separation be-197

tween PMWE and meteor echo in the figures seemed to be successfully done.198

Figures 5a and 5b are number and averaged SNR distributions of PMWE, respectively,199

as functions of CNA and altitude. Horizontal and vertical bin widths are 0.1 dB and 2.4 km,200

respectively. Bins with data sample numbers less than 10 are not plotted in the two figures.201

Again, most of the PMWE was observed when CNA was less than 0.5 dB, as shown in Fig-202

ure 5a. It is clear that PMWE was less frequently observed above 70 km when CNA became203

larger than about 0.6 dB. Figure 5b demonstrates that the PMWE profiles changed with re-204

spect to CNA. As CNA increased PMWE was observed in narrower altitude ranges and the205

peak shifted to lower altitudes.206

Figure 5c shows PMWE profiles with variances and their dependence on CNA in more207

detail. Error bars plotted with the profiles indicate a 90% confidence interval. For weak208

CNA cases (0.10-0.30 dB), PMWE was observed in a wide altitude range from 60 to 80 km209

with small variances. The profiles had no well-defined peaks, but one peak seemed to be210

around 75 km. Data for altitudes higher than around 85 km were due to meteor echoes, not211

PMWE. For strong CNA cases (0.70-0.90 dB and 0.90-1.10 dB), although the variances were212

larger than in the weak CNA cases, well-defined peaks appeared around 65 km. Moreover,213
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PMWE drastically decayed above 65 km when CNA ranged from 0.90 to 1.10 dB. In par-214

ticular, the most of PMWE disappeared above 70 km in a statistical sense. These results are215

consistent with the finding that the WMCA of PMWE had a strong negative correlation to216

CNA.217

Since electron density plays a dominant role in PMWE variations on a short time scale,218

we calculated electron density profiles by using Ionospheric Model for the Auroral Zone219

(IMAZ) [McKinnell and Friedrich, 2007]. IMAZ provides a more reliable electron density220

profile with an optional input parameter of CNA for 27.6 MHz. Therefore, we also calculated221

the CNA corresponding to 27.6 MHz (The details are in the Appendix). The ratio of CNAs222

at different frequencies of ω0 and ω1 is:223

C(ω0)
C(ω1)

=
ω2

1 + ν
2
e

ω2
0 + ν

2
e

(2)224

Here, C(ω) is the CNA value as a function of frequency, and νe is the collision frequency225

between electrons and neutrals. (The height dependence of the ratio is shown in Figure A1 of226

the Appendix.)227

Figures 6a and 6b plot the IMAZ-calculated electron density in time-height sections228

on 23 May (disturbed) and on 29 May (quiet), respectively. The input parameters for the cal-229

culation were sun spot number, F10.7 index, 3-hour averaged Ap index, and CNA at 27.6230

MHz (See the Appendix for details). Note that the data gap in Figure 6a was caused by es-231

timated negative CNA values. The IMAZ-calculated electron density showed a significant232

difference between 23 May and 29 May. In particular, near 60 km, which is minimum sam-233

pling range in this experimental setup, the electron density was estimated to be larger than234

109 m−3 around 07 UT on 23 May. This value is more than 10 times as large as that during235

the quiet period, which implies that strong ionizations corresponding to the observed CNA236

enhancements also took place in the IMAZ calculation.237

Figures 6c and 6d are expanded contour plots of the data as in 6a and 6b but between238

05 and 15 UT and from 60 to 80 km on 23 May and on 29 May, respectively. Thirty-minute239

averaged PMWE SNR is plotted as red contour lines from 6 to 26 dB in a 10-dB interval.240

Around 07 UT on 23 May, when the increase in energetic field-aligned protons and the sud-241

den enhancement of PMWE around 60 km were simultaneously observed, the IMAZ-calculated242

electron density increased (109 - 1010 m−3) in a wide altitude range from 60 to 80 km. Since243

it was reported that electron density behind PMWE below 70 km, as measured by a rocket,244

was larger than 109 m−3 [Lübken et al., 2006], the strong PMWE of about 10 dB near 65 km245

on 23 May can be explained by the electron density increase seen in the IMAZ calculation.246

However, no PMWE was observed from 70 to 80 km even though the IMAZ calculation in-247

dicates that the electron density is extremely high (∼ 1010 m−3) in the same altitude range.248

Later, we will discuss the PMWE decay above 70 km in detail.249

In addition, multiple layers of weak PMWE (> 6 dB) were observed after 08 UT even250

in the region of relatively low electron density less than 109 m−3 below 70 km. These dis-251

crepancies probably result from that IMAZ is not history-dependent model and it does not252

take account into vertical and horizontal transportation and/or the time evolution of the elec-253

tron density. With regard to the results on 29 May, the calculated low electron density (< 109
254

m−3) below 80 km is consistent with the finding that no significant PMWE was observed. On255

the basis of the calculation for the two dates, we concluded that the IMAZ calculation seems256

to agree roughly with the time and altitude variations in the observed PMWE.257

4 Discussion258

Our results clearly demonstrated that the WMCA of PMWE became lower when strong259

CNA took place, which has been never reported before. They can be explained as being due260

to strong ionizations in the lower PMWE altitudes (below 70 km) associated with EPP. How-261

ever, above 70 km, PMWE was less frequently observed during ionospherically disturbed262
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periods than during quiet periods as shown in Figure 5. This absence of PMWE is consid-263

ered to be not instrumental effects such as Faraday rotation due to strong ionization, because264

circularly polarized antennas are used in the PANSY radar system [Chau et al., 2013].265

For further investigation on that characteristic, we calculated a radar volume reflec-266

tivity as a function of altitude and its variability with respect to electron density profiles.267

The radar volume reflectivity for a Driscoll and Kennedy (D&K) spectrum [Driscoll and268

Kennedy, 1985], ηD&K , is described as269

ηD&K (k) = 8π2 · k4 · Q9/2 Aχnε−1/3η11/3
Kol · D(y) (3)270

where, k is wave number, Q = 2, A = 0.033 · a2, a2 = 1.74, ε is turbulent energy dissipation271

rate, ηKol (= (ν3/ε)1/4) is Kolmogorov microscale, ν is kinematic viscosity as a function of272

altitudes, and χn is variance dissipation rate. It should be noted that χn depends on various273

background parameters and can be written as χn = f (ε, Ne, dNe/dz, Ri, Pr, ωB, HN ), by274

using the Richardson number, Ri, the Prandtle number, Pr , Brunt-Väisälä frequency, ωB, and275

scale height, HN . These parameters in this study were set to be the same values as in Lübken276

[2014]. D(y) and y are expressed as below.277

D(y) = (y−11/3 + y−3) · exp
{
−A3ϑ

(
3
2
y4/3 + y2

)}
(4)278

y = Q3/2 · ηKol · k (5)279

where, A3ϑ =
α

Q2 ·Sc , α = 0.83, and Sc is the Schmidt number, which is the ratio of kinematic280

viscosity to electron diffusivity.281

The important parameters in the above calculation were determined as follows: ε =282

0.10 W/kg corresponding to a moderate value [Becker et al., 2004; Lübken et al., 2006]; Sc283

= 1.0, which means no significant effects due to aerosols [Kelley et al., 1987; Lübken, 2014].284

Note that both ε and Sc are assumed to be constants for altitudes. The method of estimating285

the volume reflectivity was basically the same as that in Lübken [2014], but the electron den-286

sity and vertical gradient of the electron density were calculated by IMAZ, which is believed287

to be more suitable than the international reference ionosphere (IRI) for the geomagnetic288

high latitude region and ionospherically disturbed periods. Additionally, we used the param-289

eters that depended on altitude, solar activity, and geomagnetic activity: kinematic viscosity290

through MSISE-90 temperature. ν was calculated using Sutherland’s formula as a function291

of the temperature and density deduced from MSISE-90 [Hedin, 1991].292

Figure 7a shows electron density profiles at 0730 UT on 23 May (disturbed) and 29293

May (quiet) as calculated by IMAZ. Dashed lines indicate the root mean square errors of294

electron density in the model. As well as the absolute electron number density, the vertical295

gradient was also changed drastically between the two dates. For example, the density profile296

on 23 May has a much steeper vertical gradient below 70 km.297

Variabilities of the radar volume reflectivity for 3-m-scale turbulent structures on the298

two dates are shown in Figure 7b. The estimated volume reflectivity on 29 May (indicated299

by the black solid line) is not well-defined except for a positive peak at an altitude of around300

65 km. Considering the peak transmitting power and the antenna area of the PANSY radar at301

that time, the threshold of volume reflectivity for PMWE was likely to be 2.0 × 10−17 m−1,302

which is slightly lower than that of the ALWIN radar but higher than that of the MAARSY303

radar [Latteck and Strelnikova, 2015]. Note that the peak in radar reflectivity was much less304

than the threshold and is therefore it is consistent with our finding that no significant PMWE305

was observed at 0730 UT on 29 May (Figure 3d).306

The volume reflectivity at 0730 UT on 23 May (red solid line) shows substantial in-307

creases for all altitudes. The difference is typically 3 ∼ 4 orders of magnitude. Below 65 km,308

the reflectivity on 23 May became larger at lower altitudes, and the peak altitude was also309

vertically shifted to lower altitudes. This change in the reflectivity matches the enhancement310
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in PMWE near 65 km at 0730 UT (Figure 6c). On the other hand, the reflectivity near 70 km311

on 23 May was estimated to be large enough to be observed by the PANSY radar at that time,312

which does not support our finding that no PMWE was observed above 70 km.313

Next, we tried modifying the two parameters in the calculation, i.e., the Schmidt num-314

ber and turbulent energy dissipation rate, independently so that the radar volume reflectivity315

profile approaches the observed one more closely. Figure 7c and 7d are radar volume reflec-316

tivities at 0730 UT on 23 May in the same format as Figure 7b but with modifications of the317

Schmidt number and turbulent energy dissipation rate, respectively. These results demon-318

strate that radar volume reflectivity decreases in particular above near 70 km drastically if319

the Schmidt number or turbulent energy dissipation rate becomes small. Among the calcu-320

lated profiles, either one with Sc = 0.5 (and ε = 0.10 W/kg) or ε = 0.05 W/kg (and Sc = 1.0)321

is qualitatively consistent with the observation that PMWE was not detected above 70 km322

during large CNA periods.323

Anti correlations between mesospheric coherent echoes in the VHF range and the324

background electron density have already been reported in a previous PMSE study [Rapp et325

al., 2002; Barabash et al., 2004]. Rapp et al. [2002] found that PMSE was observed less fre-326

quently at 87 km when electron number densities exceeded ∼ 7 × 1010 m−3. This result was327

interpreted as being due to electron-dust particle interactions that caused charge saturation328

of aerosol particles and an increase in electron diffusivity (∝ 1/Sc), thereby leading to a re-329

duction in radar volume reflectivity [Cho et al., 1992]. In addition, the reflectivity increases330

with increasing electron density only when the density is much less than that of charged dust331

[Kirkwood et al., 2015]. Accordingly, the PMWE decay above 70 km can be explained by332

small Sc or reduction of Sc that is equal to an increase in electron diffusivity resulting from333

unusually high electron density. This is consistent with the model calculation shown in Fig-334

ure 7c.335

On the basis of our results for 23 May (Figure 6c), the threshold of electron density for336

PMWE decay above 70 km is estimated to be about 8 × 109 m−3, which is an order of mag-337

nitude lower than that for PMSE decay at 87 km. This would be because dust particles in the338

mesosphere, which are known as scavengers of free electrons [Friedrich et al., 2012], change339

in number density and peak altitude between polar winter and polar summer [Megner et al,340

2008]. Since it is suggested that PMWE characteristics change dramatically at the transition341

height near 72 km [Nishiyama et al., 2015], we have to re-consinder the effect of electron342

diffusivity on the scattering process and its relation to dust particles in PMWE layer.343

Meanwhile, we cannot exclude a possibility that the observed PMWE decay above 70344

km is caused by small turbulent energy dissipation rate as shown in Figure 7d. However, the345

decay of PMWE is more likely related to local plasma conditions directly from the point of346

view that it has clear CNA dependence. Since the role of turbulence around the mesopause347

region is also important in generating mesospheric echoes, precise radar measurements of348

turbulent energy dissipation rate behind PMWE layer is needed. Unfortunately, the dataset349

presented in this study is hard to discuss quantitatively about turbulent energy dissipation350

rate because the PANSY radar was operating in a quarter system at that time. Accurate mea-351

surement of this important parameter allows us to estimate the Schmidt number more pre-352

cisely without any assumptions.353

An understanding of the behavior of free electrons as scatterers, which includes inter-354

actions with dust particles and responses to EPP, is crucial to clarifying the radio scattering355

process in the VHF range. Although further investigation into such behavior is beyond the356

scope of this study, it should be addressed by in-situ measurements and by gaining an un-357

derstanding of the ion-chemical process by taking into account dust particles, especially for358

ionospherically disturbed periods in a more recent study [Baumann et al., 2015, 2016].359
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5 Conclusions360

We presented a detailed study focusing on the one-to-one relationship between PMWE361

morphology and CNA in a common volume as measured by the PANSY radar, a single MST362

radar, for the first time. Our new data analysis method allowed us to estimate reasonable363

CNA values during the SPE on 23 May. Temporal variations in these values during May364

2013 and their relation were discussed in detail.365

The main results are as follows.366

1. The WMCA of PMWE was clearly anti-correlated to the CNA magnitude in a sta-367

tistical sense: When a large CNA exceeding 0.50 dB for the PANSY radar frequency took368

place, the PMWE above 70 km seemed to rapidly decay.369

2. The IMAZ model provides electron density profiles for the large CNA event on 23370

May. The model indicates that the electron density from 60 to 80 km is higher than a value371

of 108 m−3, which is enough for PMWE generation. Except for the PMWE above 70 km at372

0730 UT (CNA exceeded ∼ 1.0 dB), the occurrence of PMWE and high electron density in373

the model coincide for the most part.374

3. We estimated the radar volume reflectivity on the basis of the electron density de-375

duced from IMAZ with CNA, MSISE-90 temperature, and typical parameters used in the376

preceding study. As a result, the estimated volume reflectivity with normal or small Sc is377

qualitatively consistent with the observed PMWE decay above near 70 km on 23 May. Mean-378

while, we cannot exclude a possibility that weak turbulent energy dissipation rate play a379

dominant role in the observed PMWE decay above 70 km.380

4. This PMWE decay with strong CNA can be explained by small Sc or reduction of381

Sc that is equal to an increase in electron diffusivity resulting from an unusually high elec-382

tron density. Further investigations are needed into the behavior of free electrons as scatter-383

ers including interactions with dust particles and responses to EPP.384

A: Conversion of CNA between different frequencies385

The absorption coefficient, K , can be determined on the basis of the Appleton-Hartree386

equation as follows:387

K (ω) =
e2

2ϵ0mecµ
· Neνe

(ω2 + ν2e )
(A.1)388

Here, ω is radio frequency, e is elementary charge, ϵ0 is permittivity in vacuum, me is mass389

of the electron, c is speed of light, µ is the real part of the refractive index for radio waves,390

and Ne is electron density. νe can be written as a function of pressure, p, in units of hPa,391

[Gregory and Manson, 1967]:392

νe = (6.4 ± 0.4) × 107 · p (A.2)393

We calculated the temperature (Figure A1a) by using MSISE-90 in this study [Hedin, 1991]394

and subsequently obtained the pressure. The collision frequency and absorption coefficients395

at 47.0 MHz and 27.6 MHz are shown in Figure A1b and c. The ratio of CNAs at different396

frequencies of ω0 and ω1 is:397

C(ω0)
C(ω1)

=
K (ω0)
K (ω1)

=
ω2

1 + ν
2
e

ω2
0 + ν

2
e

(A.3)398

Note that the ratio is a constant, as shown in Figure A1d, if the absorption takes place mainly399

above 60 km. Using this relationship, we can obtain CNA for 27.6 MHz. Figure A2 is an400

overview of the temporal variations in the IMAZ input parameters, i.e., sun spot number,401

F10.7 index, 3-hour averaged Ap index, and CNA for the two radio frequencies from 22 May402

to 29 May. CNA for 27.6 MHz, which is indicated by the red line in Figure A2d, was ob-403

tained by simply multiplying that for 47.0 MHz by about 2.9.404
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Figure A1. (a) Neutral temperature profile calculated by MSISE-90 [Hedin, 1991]; (b) Collision frequency
between neutrals and electrons based on Gregory and Manson [1967]; (c) Absorption coefficient for 47.0
MHz (black) and 27.6 MHz (red) in arbitrary units; (d) Ratio of absorption coefficients at the two different
frequencies. Note that above 60 km, the ratio remains constant with altitude.
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Figure A2. Overview of time variations in input parameters for IMAZ from 22 May to 29 May. Figure A2a
and b are daily variations in sun spot number and in F10.7 index, respectively. The third panel is temporal
variations in the 3-hour averaged Ap index. The bottom panel shows temporal variations in CNA at the two
frequencies. Black and red lines are the initially estimated 47.0 MHz CNA and the corresponding 27.6 MHz
CNA, respectively. Small dots plotted on the lines indicate 1-hour averaged CNA.
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Table 1. Basic radar parameter of the PANSY radar in May 2013a623

Parameter

Operational frequency 47 MHz
Antenna aperture 3900 m2

Peak transmitting power 113 kW
# of antenna 228
# of multi-channel system 12
Inter pulse period 800 µs
# of coherent integration 16
# of incoherent integration 10
Polarization circular-polarized waves
aNote that the PANSY radar was operating in a quarter system at that time.
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Figure 1. Height-time sections of backscattered echo power (SNR) and temporal variation in background
noise measured by the PANSY radar on 23 May 2013. (a-e) Diurnal PMWE variations for five beams in
different directions corresponding to local zenith, geographical north, east, south, and west. (f) Temporal
variations in the noise due to cosmic noise power (CNP) as a function of time. The five different colors cor-
respond to the five beams in the different directions. Note that the temporal variations in the noise in the each
direction have already been subtracted from the backscattered echo power in the panels (a-e).
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Figure 2. (a) Quiet day curve (QDC) as a function of GMST estimated by our analysis method. (b) His-
togram of the obtained CNA in all five directions in May 2013.
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Figure 3. Overview of magnetospheric-ionospheric disturbances associated with the 23 May SPE and sub-
sequent substorms from 22 May to 29 May. (a) Geomagnetic field variations observed at the Syowa station.
Red, green, and blue lines indicate H, D, and Z components, respectively. (b) Field-aligned energetic proton
flux (> 6.9 MeV) measured by NOAA/Polar Orbiting Environmental Satellites in the vicinity of Syowa. (c)
and (d) Height and time sections of backscattered echo power observed by MF radar and the PANSY radar,
respectively. (e) Black and red lines indicate temporal variations in QDC and CNP in the zenith direction, re-
spectively. The many spikes seen in CNP are caused by interference. (f) CNA along the five beam directions.
Note that the plots are running-averaged variations for about 12 minutes. Red and black arrows indicate peaks
of SPE-related CNA and substorm-related CNA, respectively. Intervals of SPE and subsequent substorms are
highlighted in semi-transparent red and gray. Note that the substorm-related CNA took place on the dayside
and is likely due to EPP just after the substorms.
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Figure 4. (a) Scatter plot of CNA and weighted mean center altitude (WMCA) of PMWE. Red and blue
crosses represent data sampled during the disturbed period related to SPE and quiet period, respectively. (b)
and (c) Two-dimensional data number distributions for CNA and the WMCA of PMWE during the disturbed
period and the quiet period. Horizontal and vertical bin widths are 0.05 dB and 1.0 km, respectively.
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Figure 5. (a) and (b) Number and averaged SNR distributions for CNA and altitude. Horizontal and verti-
cal bin widths are 0.1 dB and 2.4 km, respectively. (c) Averaged echo power profiles and their dependence on
CNA magnitude. Error bars plotted with the profiles indicate 90% confidence intervals.
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Figure 6. (a) and (b) Diurnal variations of electron density calculated by IMAZ during SPE and quiet pe-
riods, respectively. Dashed contour lines indicate electron density of 107, 108, 109, 1010, and 1011 m−3. The
data gap in (a) is due to unreliable CNA estimates. (c) and (d) Expanded contour plots of the same data as in
(a) and (b) between 05 and 15 UT and from 60 to 80 km. Red contour lines on the each electron density plot
indicate PMWE SNR averaged for 30 minutes of 6, 16, and 26 dB.
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Figure 7. (a) Comparison of IMAZ electron density profiles at 0730 UT on 23 May (red) and on 29 May
(black). Dashed lines indicate root mean square errors of electron density in the model. (b) Radar volume
reflectivities as a function of altitude for coherent scattering from 3-m scale turbulent structures on the two
dates. We used as input parameters kinematic viscosity (ν) deduced from MSISE-90, electron density (Ne)
and vertical gradient of electron density (dNe/dz) calculated from IMAZ. (c) and (d) Variability of radar vol-
ume reflectivities at 0730 UT on 23 May in the same format as (b) but with the five different Schmidt number
(Sc) and turbulent energy dissipation rate (ε), respectively.
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